In this paper, we propose a Web video retrieval method that uses hierarchical structure of Web video groups. Existing retrieval systems require users to input suitable queries that identify the desired contents in order to accurately retrieve Web videos; however, the proposed method enables retrieval of the desired Web videos even if users cannot input the suitable queries. Specifically, we first select representative Web videos from a target video dataset by using link relationships between Web videos obtained via metadata "related videos" and heterogeneous video features. Furthermore, by using the representative Web videos, we construct a network whose nodes and edges respectively correspond to Web videos and links between these Web videos. Then Web video groups, i.e., Web video sets with similar topics are hierarchically extracted based on strongly connected components, edge betweenness and modularity. By exhibiting the obtained hierarchical structure of Web video groups, users can easily grasp the overview of many Web videos. Consequently, even if users cannot write suitable queries that identify the desired contents, it becomes feasible to accurately retrieve the desired Web videos by selecting Web video groups according to the hierarchical structure. Experimental results on actual Web videos verify the effectiveness of our method.
Introduction
According to IDC reports [9] , the digital universe in 2005 was 130 exabytes and will be 300 times larger (40 zettabytes) in 2020. Also, most of the data in the digital universe are unstructured data including Web videos. 1 Therefore, more and more users are retrieving Web videos to access the desired contents, i.e., contents with topics that users try to find. Here, topics contained in the desired contents belong to various hierarchical levels according to each user. Given topics related to "Apple Inc." as an example, a user may desire contents with "iPhone of Apple Inc."; meanwhile, another user may desire contents with "iPhone, iPad and their related devices".
When users retrieve Web videos using existing retrieval systems such as YouTube, 2 they input queries into the systems in order to narrow down the enormous amount of data to a suitable size [13] . However, it is difficult for users to write suitable queries that accurately identify the desired contents. Below, we show two examples, i.e., a case when the enormous amount of data cannot be sufficiently narrowed down and another when the data is narrowed down too much. First, assume that a user desires contents with "iPhone of Apple Inc." If this user writes a query "Apple", the data cannot be narrowed down sufficiently. Second, assume that another user desires contents with "iPhone, iPad and their related devices". If this user writes a query "iPhone" or "iPad", the data is narrowed down too much. In this way, it is not necessarily easy for users to write suitable queries. In such a case, it becomes difficult for users to find the desired Web videos from the retrieval results, which are narrowed down by unsuitable queries [14] .
To solve this problem, methods based on exhibition of similar Web video sets can be useful [10, 16, 17, 31] . By using these methods, users can retrieve the desired Web videos since they can effectively browse the retrieval results via the similar Web video sets. In an article [31] , a clustering method based on visual features for near-duplicate video retrieval was proposed. A work [10] proposed a clustering method that uses co-watching of Web videos and textual features of Web videos, i.e., features of text attached to Web videos such as title and description. In a study [17] , a clustering method of retrieval results based on visual and textual features of Web videos was proposed. Also, a paper [16] proposed a retrieval method that provides similar Web video sets on the basis of heterogeneous video features, i.e., visual, audio and textual features and link relationships between Web videos. However, these clustering-based methods cannot provide results including topics at various hierarchical levels. Remember the above example, i.e., a user that desires contents with "iPhone, iPad and their related devices". Here, if the obtained clusters include topics at the upper level, e.g., "Apple", a user still needs to find the desired contents from the clusters. On the other hand, if the obtained clusters include topics at the lower level, e.g., "iPhone", the desired contents may not exist in the clusters.
To overcome this difficulty, hierarchical clustering-based retrieval methods that can provide results including topics at various hierarchical levels are necessary [7, 23, 28, 30] . If hierarchical structure of Web video sets, which includes many topics, is provided, the hierarchical structure can navigate users to the desired contents (see Fig. 1 ). A work [28] proposed a Web video retrieval method based on exhibition of hierarchical topic structure obtained by using textual analysis and WordNet [20] . In a paper [23] , a hierarchical scheme that first clusters video shots into ones with similar color and then clusters video shots into ones with similar motion to retrieve videos about sports games. The method in [7] constructs the hierarchical tree structure of semantic-sensitive video classifier for indexing and effective video access. The method in [30] performs clustering of the similar video shots in a hierarchical fashion for browsing. Although these methods can overcome the above difficulty, they utilize only a single modality, i.e., textual features or visual features. Therefore, these conventional methods have the limitations in their retrieval performance due to the lack of useful information obtained from the other modalities. Hence, the above conventional methods have the following two problems:
(Problem-i) The retrieval performance may be limited since only a single modality is used. This is the problem in the earlier works [7, 23, 28, 30] . (Problem-ii) Web video retrieval is performed without the use of the hierarchical structure of similar Web video sets. This is the problem in the conventional studies [10, 16, 17, 31] .
Therefore, in this paper, we propose a Web video retrieval method that uses hierarchical structure of Web video groups. In this paper, Web video groups are defined as Web video sets with similar topics. Also, their hierarchical structure denotes the property of Web video groups being divided into the sub-groups in this paper. Our contribution of this paper is the followings:
(Contribution-i) Hierarchical structure of Web video groups is estimated by using link relationships obtained via metadata "related videos" and heterogeneous video features, i.e., visual, audio and textual features. (Contribution-ii) Web video retrieval is performed by exhibiting the hierarchical structure to users.
In (Contribution-i), we analyze a network constructed by using link relationships and heterogeneous video features on the basis of strongly connected components (SCCs) [5] , edge betweenness [22] and modularity [2] to successfully estimate the hierarchical structure. In (Contribution-ii), even if users cannot write suitable queries, the hierarchical structure can navigate users to the desired contents. Finally, we note that this paper is an extended version of [12] . 3 This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, an outline of the proposed Web video retrieval method is presented. In Section 3, a method for selecting representative Web videos based on Web video features is described. A method for extracting the hierarchical structure of Web video groups is explained in Section 4. A Web video retrieval method that uses the hierarchical structure is presented in Section 5. In Section 6, experimental results on actual Web videos are shown to verify the effectiveness of our method. Limitation and future work of this paper is described in Section 7. Concluding remarks are given in Section 8.
2 Outline of web video retrieval using hierarchical structure of web video groups
In this section, an outline of the proposed Web video retrieval method using hierarchical structure of Web video groups is presented. Figure 2 shows an outline of the proposed method. As shown in the figure, our method consists of three phases. An overview of them is shown below. 
Definition of web video features
In this subsection, we explain the definition of Web video features used in this paper. In this paper, Web video features are calculated from Web videos f i (i = 1, 2, · · · , N; N being the number of Web videos) according to a paper [16] . First, we apply the shot segmentation method [21] i . For more details, refer to a paper [16] . Textual Feature Vector (r dimensions) Let K be the total number of keywords that appear in text attached to Web videos f i (i = 1, 2, · · · , N). We apply TF-IDF [29] to the K keywords, and calculate the vector
by aligning the obtained weights. Furthermore, we apply principal component analysis (PCA) to η i (i = 1, 2, · · · , N) to reduce their dimensions, and obtain new r-dimensional vectors t i . Thereby, for each shot s 
Selection of representative web videos
In this subsection, a method for selecting representative Web videos by using the three kinds of features and link relationships between Web videos is explained. First, in order to obtain variates that can be compared between the different kinds of features, canonical correlation analysis (CCA) [24] is applied to v i into the latent space of l (∈ {v, a, t}), where v, a and t correspond to visual, audio and textual features, respectively. In the experiments shown later, the three kinds of feature vectors were projected into the latent space of textual features by setting l = t. For more details of this calculation, refer to a paper [16] .
Next, by using ζ l
, we calculate similarities S(i, j ) between Web videos f i and f j by the following equations:
In this way, we calculate the similarities between Web videos by integrating the heterogeneous video features on the basis of CCA. Furthermore, we weight the adjacency matrix that represents link relationships between Web videos and calculate the weighted adjacency matrix L w whose (i, j )-th element L w (i, j ) is as follows:
where i = 1, 2, · · · , N and j = 1, 2, · · · , N. In the above equation, we build link relationships between Web videos based on metadata "related videos". In particular, we consider that a Web video f i links to a Web video f j if "related videos" of f i include f j . Since the metadata "related videos" are useful for obtaining Web videos related to each other [6] , we introduce them into our method. Moreover, we calculate N g eigenvectors of L T w L w , where N g is the number of the calculated eigenvectors. Each element of the eigenvectors of L T w L w represents the attribution degree of each Web video to sets of Web videos with similar contents [19] . Next, we select N m Web videos in descending order of the element values of each eigenvector, and represent these Web videos as C q (q = 1, 2, · · · , N g ). In this paper, Web videos contained in C q are called a "subset". By extracting the subset, we can obtain representative Web videos in the network of link relationships between Web videos since Web videos that densely link to each other can be extracted [19] . Thus, we can filter out irrelevant Web videos from many ones.
Extraction of hierarchical structure of web video groups (Phase II)
In this section, a method for extracting hierarchical structure of Web video groups is explained. In our method, we summarize Web videos related to each other as Web video groups based on SCCs [5] and extract their hierarchical structure by using edge betweenness [22] and modularity [2] . Since SCCs are useful to find Web videos related to each other in the network of link relationships between Web videos, we introduce this measure to obtain "parent Web video groups". Moreover, a study [22] reports that the combination use of edge betweenness and modularity enables extraction of the significant hierarchical struc-ture. Therefore, we adopt these two measures to extract the hierarchical structure as in [22] . Specifically, we extract the hierarchical structure by repeatedly dividing parent Web video groups into their "child Web video groups" 4 on the basis of edge betweenness and modularity. In this paper, we collectively call parent Web video groups and child Web video groups "Web video groups". Next, we explain the details of this scheme.
Construction of parent web video groups
First, from Web videos that belong to the subset C q (q = 1, 2, · · · , N g ), a weighted and directed network G = (V , E), whose nodes and edges are respectively Web videos and links between these videos, is constructed. When a Web video f i ∈ V links to f j ∈ V , the edge weight e ij from f i to f j is defined as follows:
Thus, the edge weight represents the similarity between Web videos. When f i ∈ V does not link to f j ∈ V , we do not define the edge e ij . In our method, parent Web video groups are obtained by extracting SCCs. SCCs are sub-networks that have a directed path between any two nodes in a directed network. A method for extracting SCCs from a network is called SCC decomposition. In a study [5] , related Web pages are grouped on the basis of SCC decomposition. In the proposed method, by applying SCC decomposition to G, all SCCs are extracted. Then these obtained components are defined as parent Web video groups. By extracting parent Web video groups, we can obtain Web video sets with similar topics.
Extraction of child web video groups
Next, we extract child Web video groups by repeatedly dividing the parent Web video groups on the basis of edge betweenness. Edge betweenness is used for detecting communities in a network [22] . Edge betweenness is defined by the number of the shortest paths that go through a target edge, and it is useful for detecting influential edges in a network. Let c B (e) be edge betweenness of an edge e ∈ E, and c B (e) is defined as follows:
where σ (s, t|e) is the number of shortest paths from node s to node t that pass an edge e, and σ (s, t) is the total number of shortest paths from node s to node t. In our method, by iteratively removing edges with the largest edge betweenness in G and re-applying SCC decomposition to G, we re-extract SCCs. In this paper, we denote the number of these iterations by N cut . Here, child Web video groups are extracted when a single SCC is divided into several SCCs (see Fig. 3 ). By repeatedly dividing the parent Web video groups into their child Web video groups, the hierarchical structure of the Web video groups is obtained. Note that each child Web video group becomes equivalent to each Web video when all edges in G are removed. Since it is not effective for Web video retrieval to provide all hierarchies to users, we have to decide when our method stops dividing parent Web video groups into their child Web video groups.
Introduction of modularity
To solve the above problem, we use a quality function called modularity, which evaluates the results of division of communities in a network. Note that the node set V of G = (V , E) does not contain all Web videos f i (i = 1, 2, · · · , N) since G is constructed by Web videos that belong to the extracted subset C q (q = 1, 2, · · · , N g ). Therefore, in order to calculate modularity of G, we define the matrix M = (m ij ) as follows:
where i = 1, 2, · · · , N and j = 1, 2, · · · , N. Let Q N cut be modularity of G where the number of cut edges is N cut , and Q N cut is defined as follows [2] :
where 2m
m ij and δ(i, j ) is 1 if f i and f j belong to the same Web video group and 0 otherwise. When significant community structure is revealed, Q N cut becomes close to 1, i.e., the maximum value of Q N cut . On the other hand, a network is divided into communities randomly, and Q N cut becomes close to 0. In this paper, the N cut value when Q N cut is maximum is denoted by N opt cut . The proposed method uses the Web video groups, where N cut is from 0 to N opt cut for Web video retrieval. In this way, we hierarchically extract Web video groups based on SCCs, edge betweenness and modularity. Consequently, the entire contents of many Web videos can be easily grasped by obtaining the hierarchical structure of Web video groups. Algorithm 1 shows the specific procedures for extracting the hierarchical structure.
Web video retrieval using hierarchical structure of web video groups (Phase III)
In this section, a Web video retrieval method using the hierarchical structure of Web video groups is presented. We obtain Web video groups where N cut is from 0 to N , where N cut is from 0 to N opt cut . Here, the smaller N cut is, the more various topics are contained in the Web video groups. On the other hand, the larger N cut is, the more closely related Web videos are contained in the Web video groups. Then users select Web video groups associated with the desired contents according to the hierarchical structure. Furthermore, users retrieve the desired Web videos from the selected Web video group based on the criterion R q N cut (i) . In this way, even if users cannot write suitable queries that identify the desired contents, the hierarchical structure can navigate users to the desired contents. 
Experimental results
In this section, the effectiveness of the proposed Web video retrieval method is verified.
Datasets
In the proposed method, metadata "related videos" on each Web video plays an important role to extract hierarchical structure for Web video retrieval. However, standard video retrieval datasets do not have the metadata. Therefore, we constructed datasets by our own for performing a fair comparison as follows. First, by using YouTube 2 , a keyword was given as a query, and the top 50 Web videos were obtained. Then we repeatedly obtained 10 Web videos contained in links, i.e., "related videos" 5 of the selected Web videos, and each dataset was constructed. Here, we collected only Web videos with lengths of less than 1800 seconds. Table 1 shows the detailed conditions of each dataset.
Evaluation
From each dataset, subsets were extracted according to Section 3 (Phase I). Next, from each subset, we extracted the parent Web video groups and the child Web video groups according to Section 4 (Phase II). In Table 2 , N opt cut and the maximum value of Q N cut of each subset are shown, and Fig. 4 shows the change in modularity Q N cut to N cut for subsets 1 and 2. Figure 5 shows the hierarchical structure of the largest parent Web video groups of subsets 1 and 2. This figure shows that the more closely related Web videos are obtained with an 
where k is the number of Web videos provided as the retrieval results, R k is the number of "relevant Web videos" within k Web videos of the retrieval results, x i is 1 if the i-th retrieved Web videos are "relevant Web videos" and 0 otherwise, and prec i is the precision when i Web videos are retrieved. Table 3 shows relevant Web videos used in this experiment. We compare the retrieval results of the proposed method with the following reference methods. Reference method (i) This is a method that extracts hierarchical structure of Web video groups by using only link relationships between Web videos without the use of Web video features. Reference method (ii) This is a conventional method [16] that extracts Web video groups by using link relationships between Web videos and the Web video features. This method does not extract the hierarchical structure. Reference method (iii) This is a method based on [17] with a Web video group extraction scheme by affinity propagation [8] . This method uses only Web video similarities without the use of link relationships between Web videos, and does not extract the hierarchical structure. In the experiment, we did not use the original similarities presented by [17] but utilized our proposed similarities defined in (1) . For the evaluation, we ranked Web videos within Web video groups obtained by this method in descending order of the sum of the above similarities. Reference method (iv) This is a method based on clustering via latent semantic indexing (LSI) that uses only textual features of Web videos [18] , which does not exhibit hierarchical structure to users. Note that an original method in [18] utilizes information of YouTube Playlists; however, we used TF-IDF vectors obtained in the same manner as our method in this experiment. Moreover, the number of dimensions of TF-IDF vectors after LSI were set to 200 as in a paper [18] . Each Web video is ranked on the basis of the attribution degree to the belonging cluster. Reference method (v) This is a method constructed by replacing our CCA-based video features by Non-negative matrix factorization (NMF)-based ones [11] . A paper [11] claims that coefficient vectors obtained by applying NMF to textual features are effective for building a latent semantic image representation. In this experiment, we used textual feature vectors t i (i = 1, 2, · · · , N) defined in Section 3.1. Note that we added constant values to all elements of the textual feature vectors to keep them non-negative. Then we implemented NMF by using the obtained vectors and extracted hierarchical structure of Web video groups in the same manner as our method. Note that we set the number of dimensions of vectors after performing NMF to 1500 and 500 for datasets 1-4 and datasets 5-10, respectively.
For all methods, we selected a Web video group that includes relevant Web videos the most, and Web videos were retrieved according to the ranking of Web videos. Then recall, precision and AP@k were calculated. Figure 6 shows recall and precision calculated for datasets 1 and 2. Note that several results per dataset are shown since we calculated recall and precision at several hierarchies in the proposed method and reference methods (i) and (v). As for the proposed method and reference methods (i) and (v), the larger N cut is, the higher the precision is. This means that closely related Web videos are obtained by dividing the parent Web video group into their child Web video groups. Table 4 and Fig. 7 respectively show AP@k and the precision-recall curves for all datasets. From these results, we can see that our method has better performance than all reference methods for most datasets. Specifically, the effectiveness of using the heterogeneous video features can be seen by comparing our method with reference methods (i), (iv) and (v). When comparing our method with reference methods (ii), (iii) and (iv), we can see that it becomes feasible to accurately retrieve the desired Web videos by using the hierarchical structure of Web video groups. In particular, accurate retrieval can be realized since Web video groups are refined into more similar topics according to the hierarchical structure. From the results by our method and reference methods (iii) and (iv), it can be confirmed that link relationships between Web videos are useful for obtaining similar Web videos accurately whereas the only use of the video features is insufficient. On the other hand, precision (Fig. 7 ) of our method is less than reference methods (i), (ii), (iv) and (v) for dataset 7. We guess this is because those relevant Web videos can be simply expressed by using only link relationships or textual features without the use of heterogeneous video features. To solve such a problem, in the future, we need to develop new schemes to select the effective features for retrieval of the desired contents.
Limitation and future work
In this section, we discuss limitation and future work of this paper.
Discussion on a user interface
In this paper, we name each Web video group in the hierarchies shown in Fig. 5 by checking contents in Web video groups manually. In the future, we should develop a scheme for 
and (R4) correspond to reference methods (ii), (iii) and (iv), respectively. Note that reference method (ii) has higher recall than other methods since only this method is not based on hard clustering and all Web videos can belong to every Web video group. However, we consider our method that has higher precision is significant since it is desirable that users can retrieve the desired contents by browsing a small number of retrieval results automatically naming the hierarchies. We consider it is necessary to reveal salient keywords in each Web video group and estimate hierarchical relationships between the keywords [4, 20] .
Moreover, we explain how navigation is presented to a user for Web video retrieval. In Fig. 8, we show an example of a user interface constructed on the basis of a network drawing Fig. 8 Example of a user interface for dataset 2. This interface is built based on a network drawing algorithm [15] . a: This interface exhibits the hierarchical structure for a given query "galaxy" to a user. b, c and d: This interface respectively exhibits details of Web video groups "Tablet of Samsung", "Universe" and "Soccer game" in Fig. 5 when a user selects them from the hierarchical structure algorithm [15] . As shown in this figure, for a given query, we exhibit hierarchical structure of Web video groups to a user via the interface. When a user selects a Web video group, the user can grasp the overview of the selected Web video group via the visualized network and can retrieve each Web video in descending order of the rankings based on (8) . In (b), (c) and (d) in Fig. 8 , the left sides of each figure depict the networks visualized on the basis of an algorithm [15] , and the right sides show rankings of each Web video in the selected Web video group. Then, until the desired contents are retrieved, a user repeatedly selects Web video groups in several hierarchical levels by browsing names of each Web video group.
In general, topics contained in the desired contents belong to various hierarchical levels according to each user. In our method, the exhibition of the hierarchical structure via a user interface enables navigation to the desired contents.
Discussion on computational cost
Here, we discuss computational cost of our method with regard a real-world deployment. In our method, computational cost of Web video similarities based on CCA is O(N 3 ) and that of extracting the hierarchical structure is O(M 2 s N s ), where M s and N s are the numbers of edges and nodes in the target subset, respectively [1, 22] . Also, we need to recalculate them when a new query is given by a user and new Web videos are added or deleted. Since their recalculation should be avoided for a real-world deployment, we should develop schemes to efficiently update Web video similarities and the hierarchical structure. To update Web video similarities, incremental schemes will be useful [27] . On the other hand, to keep the hierarchical structure updated and select the best N cut , i.e., N opt cut , a dynamic network analysis algorithms [26] will be necessary. In the future, we should introduce them into our method for a real-world deployment.
Conclusions
In this paper, we have proposed a Web video retrieval method using hierarchical structure of Web video groups. The proposed method enabled retrieval of the desired Web videos even if users cannot write suitable queries that identify the desired contents by the two contributions, i.e., extraction of hierarchical structure of Web video groups, and Web video retrieval that uses the hierarchical structure. In the first contribution, the combination use of link relationships between Web videos and heterogeneous video features can overcome the limitation in the retrieval performance when only a single modality is used. In the second contribution, even if users cannot write suitable queries, the hierarchical structure enabled navigation to the desired contents. Experimental results have verified the effectiveness of the proposed Web video retrieval method. Future work includes developing a method for automatically naming each Web video group in the hierarchical structure. Also, in the future, we should develop schemes to efficiently update Web video similarities and the hierarchical structure when a new query is given and new Web videos are added or deleted.
